
 
Audre Lorde to Howard Zinn Library

Meeting Agenda | Wednesday, December 14, 6:30 pm
Facilitating: Heather M.

 
Introductions & choose timekeeper, minutes-taker [5 min]
Attending:  Heather, Morgan, Meghan, Emily, Marcus, Anna, Kristin, Brianna
Note taker: Anna  Time Keeper: Kristin
 
 
FSU check in [2 min Heather] 
Returning FSU’s items
Point person for collaboration?
Just checking in with potential collaboration  Does it make sense post-eviction?  
Still working on getting stuff back to FSU.-- Joanna (hear from Joanna - she 
returned what she had. h.)  A-Z could be involved with the Tent that Richard (of 
Winterization?) has been discussing.
 
Reports back on research for future of collection. [15 min]

1. Potential for traveling collection [Kristin]
GOING MOBILE!  Terranova etc have been looking into going mobile without a 
physical location.  Different models:  bicycle cart, car, van/truck...  do we have 
ideas about how we could participate in other events, have a presence at activities?  
Example:  GA presence to have some books or literature for people taking a break 
from the main activities.  If we loaded books into a car and drove it around, if we 
commissioned a bicycle cart from Sage for $100, what would that be like?  Sage 
might not be ready, Occubagos are busy right now.  Maybe something we propose 
to GA if we need assistance.  Is this something that we could build?  Maybe not 
waiting for Sage as there’s a lot of people in front of us in line.  
We have to think about what the model would be?  Would the books and Occubago 
be all in one place and the volunteers pick up the vehicle and a book selection for 
an event?  Or would we get the books on hand from one of the current safe houses 
and be restricted by the collection that the local safe house has?  Should we even 
distribute the books more than what we have right now?
 
Heather likes the idea of small scale low-tech approach at first.  Brianna: Just 
to get us started.  Kristin notes that the selection in different places is limited-
- she has maps and gender, not a broad coverage of A2Z collection.  Can we 
designate a location on LibraryThing?  Emily: we can tag!  Meghan:  since we’re on 
LibraryThing, can people request books somehow or reserve and we can meet them 
there?  Could we do requests and fulfill at GA?  Maybe something we tackle a little 
later on.
 
A number of ways to do it, a number of ways to show up.  Action item:  people 
with books need to tag ASAP.  Heather likes the small selection check out to 
bring to stationary events (not marches).  Focus on GA or other big meetings?  
Presence at the Tea Party, for example?  Maybe organizing via the old BRRC 
sheet, signing up with calendar of events that you would like to attend with books.  
Advertise location on Twitter (to be discussed when Vered is present.)



 
Marcus:  what are we willing to do with the weeded “free” books?  Do we give them 
away?  Or do we consider it all part of the collection now that we’re distributed.  
Some of both.
 
The status of our library stamp?
 
Too early to know where our collection is going to live.
 

2. Other models for public space libraries/ collections [Rebecca - see notes]
3. Potential community spaces as hosts (Susie is unable to attend; other thoughts?)   

TABLED
 
 
Communication strategies [15 mins Heather]
Be conscious of us not disappearing without a fixed location.
 
Communicating within GA and smaller working groups.  Signs tent keeps showing 
up everywhere, that’s the kind of thing we can do.  Show up at other working 
groups.
 
Sidenote:  Anna order more name badges so we can be identified!  Maybe 20.
  
Communication within Occupy Boston

1. Continue to make presentations and announcements at GA’s
Too hard right now to get up on stack-- keep trying, though.  Good for everyone to 
know that we’re here and we’re working hard and we’re growing.
 

2. Try more communication with other working groups – so they know we’re still there.
Communication/outreach to others outside of OB
Is anyone on the wider list part of another working group who can talk us up or 
make connections with their events?  Identify working groups that would be a 
logical connection.  FSU, we’ll see.  Let the list know if you have ideas or good 
groups.
 

1. Identify target audience and where to find them
Twitter, maybe the future of where our collection goes.  Our audience is pretty 
big-- everyone needs this!  Be places, not just online.  Wrapped up in some 
of the activities we will be doing.  Meghan:  interested in reaching out to 
OccupySomerville that just started up.  Marcus:  if someone there is willing to be a 
custodian of the books they can have some!  Meghan: could hold on to one box.
 
Kristin: wary of breaking up the collection permanently or semi-permanently in 
case we get a physical space again.  But going with the books and then coming 
back with the non-checked out ones.  OccupyAllston works, too. 
 
Heather: don’t need to give people just books:  articles, cheat sheets for Occupy 
(wall street and Boston)
 



Need to make a list of recommended books (see Marcus’s note below!) 
 

2. Identify ways to communicate with others outside the movement about the A-Z library, 
Occupy Boston, and of course, the issues related to the movement. How to share what 
we do

 
Twitter discussion? – To be added to a future agenda
 
Opportunities for future engagement

1. Occupy Boston GA’s etc. [point person?] 
Continue to show up at Occupy Boston events with books, have some kind of library presence. 
Find elements that could make for good research. Can we try to have a more regular presence 
at GA? Take turns, etc., 
Possible rotation?  Doable, maybe once a week each, but Anna hopes that the GA 
will get nailed down to a permanent location soon which would make it easier.  If 
we can even get there semi-regularly... Sidenote, suggestion that the Community 
Church of Boston would be a good location for our working group meeting.    
Heather becomes point person on organizing GA presence.
 

2. Passing out reading lists outside of libraries [Marcus - 10 mins] 
Go to BPL, stand outside with sign that says, “Occupy loves the public library.” Find cool subject 
headings inside the library. Create cheat sheet for books inside the library,  a sort of finding aid. 
Being present at libraries is a way to advocate for them. “Every library is an Occupy Library”
Ask “Do you have a library card? If so, these might be of interest”
 
Work required: visit the library and see what’s in there.  Marcus thinks its easier 
to see in person that in online catalog.  Stand outside of the Library with a positive 
message sign and these book guides for people.  Promotes their library, includes 
us, includes RadRef...  nice that the sheet highlights the subject call letters for 
general guidance.
 
Kristin: let’s plan a direct action and travel around together to get it started.  
 
No need to carry around books if we work with this idea.  
 
 

3. Maybe libraries would be willing to have an occupy list of reading materials. [someone?]
Ask your public librarian friends to feel them out.  Marcus thinks less formal 
approach might be better accepted, perhaps go as non-Occupy to guide or suggest 
materials.  Ask for a list of materials on Occupy subjects and maybe the librarians 
will create them.   Kristin: reach out to academic libraries, too.   Morgan:  spread 
out your phone calls to keep suspicion at bay!

 
4. Occupy Boston cheat sheet in general. [point person?]

OWS had some good ones. The newest statement from OB was really articulate. 
Could be general suggested reading lists, or cheat sheets on OccupyBoston
Adapt the reading lists to  
Meghan: Somerville Main, Highland   
Kristin:  Allston, Brookline Main  



Anna:  Cambridge Main, 
Central Sq  Heather:  Watertown
Could incorporate ILL if collections are limited.  Emily-- these are most exciting if 
you’re there on site.  Length of listed books is great; not overwhelmed by options 
and if the handful of books are checked out, you’re in the right section to see 
others.
 
Benefit of having a non-location-specific reading recommendation list.   Leave call 
letters off.  Make one specific to our collection and recommend they check out 
their local library/bookstore.    Make specific to one topic for focused audiences!  
Women’s Caucus with gender books, Facilitation gets facilitation resources, etc. 
 “Look, we made you this research resource list, working group!”  Good way to start 
a relationship with these groups.  Without location, we can pick “the best books on 
this topic”.
 
New Business: 10 minutes
Proposals or ideas for future agenda items: 
 
Upcoming topics:
Twitter for A-Z library - discuss the Twitter account for the library again? If we’re going mobile it 
might be good to tweet about where we are going to be or what events we are holding. It’s much 
harder to keep up with us without a static location.
Ideas? email library@lists.occupyboston.org
 
New account separate from our emergency alert list.  Announce where we are, also 
Twitter tends to pull in general fans of libraries, which is good to have.  Now that 
we are without a permanent space it may be worth taking the time to operate.
 
Archives - see notes from Dec 10 meeting
 
Make a sign for Library Direct Action: include supportive public library slogans.  
Marcus will send out poll for inaugural Library Direct Action timing and 
participation.
 
 
Meetings next two weeks:
Check in virtually as people’s schedule gets Holiday-ish.  Worth trying to have 
a meeting early next week (week before Christmas) and then after New Year’s?  
Emily suggests we see what the wider list wants.
 
For the week after New Year’s:  Meghan facilitates, Heather back-up.  
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